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Abstract
Optogenetics is a rapidly growing field of biotechnology, potentially allowing a deeper understanding
and control of complex biological networks. The major challenge is the multiplexed control of several
optogenetic components in the presence of significant spectral cross talk. We propose and demonstrate
through simulations a new control approach of Stimulated Depletion Quenching. This approach is applied
to the phytochrome Cph8 bidirectional optogenetic switch, and the results show significant improvement
of its dynamic range.
Introduction and Background
Optical control and detection are of very high utility in biological sciences. Through ongoing development
of optogenetics it is becoming possible to control and interrogate biological behavior in space and time.
There are multiple families of light sensitive proteins that can be connected to a variety of effectors thus
providing optogenetic switches controlling a broad range of biological functions [1, 2, 3]. Among the widely
used families of proteins there are light-gated ion channels, represented by the Channelrhodopsin family of
proteins [4, 5], LOV domains [6] that can serve as modulators of gene activity, and the near-IR sensitive
Phytochrome family [7, 8]. The growing set of light sensitive optogenetic switches, together with a palette
of fluorescent protein reporters opens up an opportunity for advanced control and understanding of complex
biological networks from complex disease states to biologically inspired production of organic molecules.
One of the most pressing issues is the ability to simultaneously control multiple optogenetic switches
with a high degree of fidelity. The standard approach to multiplexed optical access is the excitation of the
optogenetic protein by a carefully chosen narrowband light source that minimizes the absoprtion and pho-
toexcitation of often competing optogenetic channels. In this approach, the temporal structure of light plays
a limited role. As long as the light pulse duration is shorter than relevant biological time scale, the only rele-
vant parameter is the integrated exposure. We intend to explore the regime of light-matter interaction where
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the characteristic pulse duration is comparable or shorter to the time scale of the intramolecular switching
processes. The application of ultrashort laser pulses, picosecond and shorter, has allowed enhanced control
in a wide range of physical and chemical processes including two photon absorption, Raman excitation of
molecular vibrations, the study of light harvesting complexes, etc. In this paper we evaluate the opportunity
to improve the operation of optogenetic switches by ultrafast optical control.
The most flexible route to explore the complex ultrafast pulse control capabilities is through the use
of optical pulse shaping. In such an approach an entire space of optical pulse shapes of a given spectral
bandwidth and spectral resolution can be utilized. Despite the very high dimensionality of the search
space, the expected favorable topological properties of the control can allow for creation of efficient search
algorithms. In the laboratory a suitable algorithm can guide the variation of the applied pulse shape followed
by observation of the change of a targeted experimental characteristic such as the efficiency of optogenetic
switching or the fidelity of control over multiple switches. At the same time the application of the such control
algorithms requires a high fidelity feedback signal to update ”shape” of the control light pulse ideally leading
to improved switching performance. At present, a high-fidelity readout of the state of an optogenetic protein
is challenging. Thus, we will consider an optical control approach that we refer as stimulated depletion
quenching (SDQ) with a simpler temporal structure. In SDQ approach we can systematically explore the
entire control space. We will utilize the near-IR sensitive Phytochrome Cph8 optogenetic protein system as
a basis of our theoretical model. A model based on a kinetic mechanism will be utilized, as the parameters
of this system are well characterized, and its spectral characteristics are convenient for the experimental
validation of the control approach [9].
The theory and simulations described here present a feasibility study of this proposed SDQ mechanism,
This theoretical work forms a first step toward the ultimate goals of achieving maximal dynamic range
control of a single optogenetic switch and simultaneous independent control of multiple optogenetic switches
in living cells by multiplexed, optimal non-linear photoswitching. The remainder of this introduction section
contains additional background information on the Cph8 phytochrome based switch, the photoisomerization
of the phycocyanobilin (PCB) chromophore associated with Cph8 , and a more detailed description of the
proposed SDQ technique. Then, we will describe a model for simulations assessing the feasibility of an
appropriate experiment and exploring the significant reduced parameter space to determine an effective
range of experimental parameters. We demonstrate in our model that the spectral cross talk between the
ON and OFF transitions of the switch can be significantly reduced.
Cph8 is a recently developed phytochrome based optogenetic switch designed to control gene expres-
sion in E. Coli bacteria [7]. Naturally occurring phytochromes are light sensing proteins in plants, algae,
cyanobacteria, and other micro-organisms that harness light as an energy source [10, 11]. These organ-
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Figure 1: Absorption spectra of the Cph8 sample. The red line shows the spectrum of the pure PR state,
obtained by maintaining the sample under saturated far-red illumination (λ = 725 nm). The purple line
is associated with a sample in the photoequilibrium mixed state of 65% PR and 35% PFR , obtained by
maintaining the sample under saturated red illumination (λ = 650 nm). From the difference of these spectra
we can extract the pure PFR spectrum, shown by the dashed blue line. The ultimate goal of this work is a
full conversion (clean switching) to this projected pure PFR state.
isms rely on phytochromes to respond to daily and seasonal changes to the light environment. In plants
phytochromes control seed development and growth [12, 13], while in algae and cyanobacteria they act as
primitive vision sensors to steer toward or away from light during phototaxis [14, 15]. Phytochromes use the
photo-isomerization of a covalently attached open-chain tetrapyrrole (bilin) chromophore to reversibly con-
vert between two states in response to light. The chromophore cycles between a dark-stable, red-absorbing
PR state and a meta-stable, far-red-absorbing PFR state, functioning as a molecular switch to regulate
numerous responses to light intensity, color, duration, and direction [16].
Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of the Cph8 sample after exposure to red and far-red light until
saturation of the photoswitching transition. After far-red exposure the switch has fully converted to the PR
state, as this state does not appreciably absorb at wavelengths longer than 720 nm and there is no forward
(PR → PFR) photoswitching reaction.
The source of the spectral cross-talk is the overlap in the absorption spectra of the two chromophore
states in the light-sensing module. To increase the dynamic range of the switch we must uncouple the
optical interaction with the PR state (which activates the forward photoswitching reaction) from the optical
interaction with the PFR state (which activates the reverse reaction). We have demonstrated theoretically
[17, 18, 19] and experimentally [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] that even molecules with spectra that are nearly functionally
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identical can be differentially excited by exploiting their unique, coherent excited state dynamics using
ultrashort tailored pulsed light sources. To independently optically address the two states of the Cph8
protein complex we must understand the photo-isomerization dynamics of the PCB chromophore molecule.
As discussed above, the absorption of the PFR state extends to longer wavelengths than PR, yielding
near complete (>97%) conversion from the PFR to the PR state (the reverse reaction) under constant far-
red excitation. The opposite reaction is challenging due to spectral cross-talk: the red light excitation is
absorbed by both the PR and PFR states. Since we cannot solve the problem of spectral cross-talk by
altering the absorption spectra, we must turn to an alternate set of optical interactions to find suitable
controls to differentiate the states. While the ground state absorption of the PR and PFR states are similar
and overlapping, the excited state dynamics are very different and open a new avenue for controlling the
chromophores and differentiating the two states. Thus, we seek to exploit the distinct dynamics of the
forward and reverse photo-isomerization reaction to halt the reverse reaction while minimizing the impact
on the forward reaction.
The photo-isomerization of the PCB chromophore in both directions is initiated by photo-excitation of the
molecule, immediately followed by very rapid coherent vibronic relaxation on the excited state surface [25].
This sequence is then followed by a portion of the excited molecules transitioning to a transient intermediate
product state beginning the isomerization. The remaining excited state population returns to its respective
initial ground state. In the forward isomerization reaction (PR → PFR) this intermediate is LUMI-R; in
the reverse (PFR → PR) the intermediate is LUMI-F [26, 27]. These two transient intermediate species
are unique to the forward and reverse reaction, respectively, and the subsequent relaxations progress along
distinct, separate reaction coordinates. The LUMI-R and LUMI-F transient intermediate products persist for
several nanoseconds and trigger a series of large scale conformational reorganizations of the protein residues
in the downstream domains to complete the photoswitching transformation between the PR and PFR states
of the full Cph8 switch.
In this theoretical simulation (SDQ Mechanism) selective stimulated emission is employed to coherently
transfer PCB chromophores initially excited to the PFR* state back to the PFR ground state before isomer-
ization can occur, while simultaneously allowing chromophores initially excited to the PR* state to persist
and undergo photoswitching to the PFR state. The sample is exposed to two ultrashort laser pulses: an
excitation pulse and a depletion pulse. The spectrum of the excitation pulse overlaps with the absorption
spectra of both the PR and PFR states of the PCB chromophore. Exciting the molecule with the ultrashort
pulse creates corresponding coherent wave packets from superpositions of vibrational levels on the electronic
excited state surfaces of both forms of the chromophore. These wave packets undergo dissimilar coherent
dynamics as they relax from their initial Frank-Condon excitation states toward a coherent vibronic tran-
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sition through a conical intersection either back to their initial ground state or to a transient intermediate
photo-product state. Before the molecules complete these dynamics, a second pulse arrives after a short,
controlled delay (τDelay). This depletion pulse has a central wavelength set to overlap more favorably with
the stimulated emission spectrum of the PFR* state than the PR* state. The combination of spectral overlap
and timing permits the depletion pulse to selectively drive a larger portion of the PFR* excited molecules
back to the PFR ground state, preferentially slowing the reverse photo-isomerization reaction while allowing
the forward reaction to continue transferring some portion of the PR population to the PFR state. Those
molecules remaining in either of the excited states after the depletion pulse continue their unperturbed
dynamics, either isomerizing to the transient photo-product state or returning to their initial ground state.
SDQ shares many similarities with Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED), a common super-resolution
imaging technique used in microscopy. In STED microscopy the suppression of fluorescence from a ring-
shaped outer spot provides contrast to an un-depleted inner spot, yielding an instrument response function
with sub-diffraction limited spatial resolution. In both STED and SDQ the goal is to fully de-populate an
excited electronic state before the system can relax by an undesired pathway. STED microscopy provides
improved spatial resolution, our goal is to provide improved spectral resolution. However, there is a critical
difference between conventional STED of a fluorescent molecule and our proposed SDQ of the excited state
of a photoswitch. In most fluorescent species the lifetime of the excited electronic state exceeds the lifetime
of the coherent vibrational states by several orders of magnitude. In these species the molecule vibrationally
relaxes to a stationary state on the electronic excited surface and a (relatively) long depletion pulse can
interact with the population over an extended period, maximizing the population transferred to the ground
state. As discussed above,the vibrational and electronic excited state lifetimes are of similar duration for
the chromophores, and it is believed the molecule undergoes semi-coherent vibronic dynamics throughout
the isomerization/relaxation (i.e., the initially coherent superposition persists while also interacting with the
surrounding protein and solvent environments in ways which support the coherence or induce decoherence,
the details of which are presently not well characterized [28, 29]). This impacts the potential effectiveness
of the proposed SDQ mechanism in two ways. First, because the excited state lifetime is so much shorter
than a fluorescent species, the depletion pulse interacts with the molecule for less time, likely reducing
the maximum achievable depletion. Second, because the population is never in a stationary state on the
excited surface, the depletion pulse must interact with a spectrally shifting wave packet, possibly negatively
impacting the coherent transfer to the ground state. Future technology developments should be able to
overcome both of these obstacles by utilizing pulse shaping and feedback control to discover suitable pulse
shapes for the excitation and depletion pulses that accommodate or exploit the excited state dynamics of the
PR* and PFR* states in a maximally distinguishable fashion. To demonstrate that even without optimally
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tailored pulse shaping the extremely rapid dynamics of the photo-isomerization would not prevent the SDQ
mechanism from controlling the optogenetic switching of Cph8, we run simulations with a model system
exhibiting comparable optical response and dynamics upon exposure to the dual-pulse excitation-depletion
sequences.
In practical applications, optogenetic switches are expressed in large numbers in genetically targeted cells
[30], not as isolated molecules. Optogenetic control of cellular processes involves the global photoswitching
of a large population of protein switches from an arbitrary initial distribution of states to a maximally active
or inactive population, restricted by the Maximal Dynamic Range (MDR) of the system and light exposure
condition. This will necessarily be a gradual transfer of population between states over many laser exposure
iterations. In particular, the low quantum efficiency of the photoswitching reaction (10-20% in both reaction
directions [31]), as well as the fact that not all of the molecules will absorb photons in a single exposure,
means that it would not be possible to transfer the entire population of a group of switches to a desired
final state in one pulsed laser iteration. The iterative transfer of population is made possible by the relative
stability of both active and inactive states in phytochrome-based switches, allowing the state distribution
to persist between laser exposure iterations. The PFR state of Cph8 is meta-stable, reverting to the PR
state in the dark, but at such a slow rate (variable in different implementations and environments, from
many seconds to many hours [32]) that the state distribution can be said to be constant between laser pulses
repeated at more than a few Hertz. Each laser exposure iteration transfers a fraction of the proteins from
one state to the other, with a per exposure fractional yield that is independent of the states’ populations,
defined exclusively by the characteristics of the light. Because of the stability of the product state of the
photoswitching reactions, we are able to transfer large populations of switches to the desired product state
in many small steps. This iterative transfer of population is important for a mechanism like SDQ, which
acts by inhibiting an undesired reaction pathway rather than enhancing the rate of a desired pathway. The
SDQ mechanism, while reducing the per-exposure fractional yield of the photoswitching reaction will none
the less positively impact the final photoequilibrium after many exposures, which is the feature of interest
for the practical implementation of controlled photoswitching.
In this work, the excitation and depletion pulse parameters will be varied to determine the wavelengths,
powers, pulse durations, and delay timings which selectively deplete the PFR* level most effectively, quench-
ing the reverse reaction while minimally hindering the forward reaction.
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Rate Equation Model of Stimulated Emission Depletion Quenching
We perform simulations using a Rate Equation Model (REM) to qualitatively assess how a system,(i.e., with
optical characteristics and ultrafast dynamics corresponding to the Cph8 switch), responds to ultrashort-
pulsed laser excitation and depletion. To this end, we first model how the system responds to a single
excitation-depletion pulse sequence. These single exposure simulations generate a set of Characteristic
Coefficients, which describe the photoswitching reaction products for the entire set of possible initial con-
ditions, defined exclusively by the laser exposure condition. The products of the simulated single exposure
photoswitching reaction are used to generate an Optical Transformation Matrix (OTM), which is a linear
transformation from the initial to the final state population. The OTM can be used to simulate repeated
switch exposures, thereby generating a mapping from the initial state to any final state of the system within
the Maximal Dynamic Range (MDR) accessible by the associated laser exposure defined by the particular
control parameter set. We apply this iterative mapping to show how repeated exposures allow the PFR state
to gradually reach a higher photoequilibrium enhanced by SDQ. Once the mechanics of the simulation are
established we present a collection of results showing the functional dependence of the photo-reaction on
the laser control parameters and locate the region of the parameter space that most effectively enhances the
photoswitching dynamic range. These simulations are designed to provide a basis for subsequent experiments.
Simulation of Dual-Pulsed Excitation-Depletion Photoswitching
A schematic of the model system is shown in Figure 2. The multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces of the
PR, PR*,PFR and PFR* states have each been collapsed to two discrete levels representing each surface, and
a pair of levels represent the transient intermediate products LUMI-R=LR5 and LUMI-F=LF5, totaling ten
levels. Rather than describing discrete states separated by single-valued energy differences, the levels should
be viewed as representing manifolds of molecular states. The optical responses and associated dynamics
of the levels are defined by experimentally measured absorption and emission spectra and state lifetimes
associated with time resolved measurements, as discussed further below. The model supports excitation to a
Frank-Condon point and subsequent relaxation in the electronic excited state followed by either isomerization
to the intermediate product state or transition to a hot ground state by spontaneous relaxation or stimulated
emission. The populations of the intermediate states, LUMI-R and LUMI-F, do not cross or interact (i.e.,
the intermediate transition states during the forward isomerization from PR to PFR are not shared with
the transient states of the reverse reaction); once isomerization begins it will continue unabated. The
branching ratio of the isomerization/spontaneous emission pathways is dictated by the relative transition
rate constants, which are based on excited state level lifetimes from experimental measurements [33, 31].
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Figure 2: Schematic of relevant states and transitions for simulation of the photoswitching reaction by REM.
Solid arrows represent optically coupled transitions between the electronic ground and excited states while
dashed lines are spontaneous relaxations between states. The transitions are labeled by their rate coefficients:
the constant values of the spontaneous transitions are collected in Table 1 while the variable coefficients of
the optically coupled transitions are functions of the time dependent laser controls as described by Eq 7
in the text. The intermediate states LUMI-R (LR5) and LUMI-F (LF5) do not interact, transferring their
entire accumulated population to the ground level of the opposite chromophore state at the end of the
photoswitching reaction.
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The rate constants associated with the spontaneous transitions in Figure 2 are collected in Table 1. Using
these parameters, the model reproduces the expected behavior under single-pulse excitation. In particular,
when exposed to continuous red illumination (λ = 650 nm) the switch reaches a mixed state equilibrium of
PFR/PR ' 65%/35% and fully resets to > 99%PR under continuous far-red illumination (λ > 725 nm).
Because details of the structure and coherent dynamics of the chromophore molecules in the phytochrome
switching systems are still not fully understood, the coherent energy-time coupling properties of the molecule
and the laser pulses are not contained in this kinetic model. The high-dimensional, vibronically coupled po-
tential energy surfaces are simplified to a reduced number of levels associated with the integrated spectral
response of the molecule and linked by spontaneous incoherent transitions. The pulsed lasers are charac-
terized under the slowly varying envelope (SVE) approximation: the temporal dynamics of the pulse serves
only to scale the fixed spectral intensity distribution, leaving the coherent spectral phase and fast oscillat-
ing component of the complex-valued electric field out of the calculation. These simplifications allow us to
simulate the system without making further assumptions about characteristics of the excited state dynamics
that are not conclusively accepted.
Starting with the measured reference absorbance spectra of the Cph8 protein in the PR and PFR states,
we can simulate or approximate the remaining features of the model. The reference absorbance spectra
are shown in Figure 3, scaled to the peak molecular absorption cross-section. The absorption spectra in
the literature [34] are reported as molar attenuation coefficients, but the calculations require the molecular
cross-sections; the conversion between the two is simply: σ(λ) = 10
3ln(10)/NAv × ε(λ). The peak molar
attenuation coefficient of the PR state is εR(650 nm) = 85 (mMcm)
-1 and the corresponding value for the
peak of the PFR state is εFR(705nm) = 65.9 (mMcm)
-1, resulting in a peak absorption cross-section of
σR(650) = 3.24×10−16cm2 and σFR(705) = 2.51×10−16cm2 for the PR and PFR states, respectively. There
is no measurement of the stimulated emission cross-section for the chromophore; however, we can represent
the emission spectrum by reflecting the absorption spectrum across the zero phonon line [35]. Comparing
the absorption/emission spectra of similar species, notably the iRFP fluorescent protein species developed by
mutation of the Cph1 photo-sensory module [36], this symmetry is common and the assumption is justified.
These simulated emission spectra are also plotted in Figure 3 using dashed lines.
Electronic
Relaxation
Fast
Isomerization
Vibrational Relaxation
Slow
Isomerization
kR3,4 = 1/26ps k
R
3,5 = 1/61ps k
R
2,3 = 1/0.15ps k
R
4,1 = 1/0.15ps kLR5−FR1 = 1/109ps
kFR3,4 = 1/0.30ps k
FR
3,5 = 1/1.50ps k
FR
2,3 = 1/0.05ps k
FR
4,1 = 1/0.05ps kLF5→R1 = 1/109ps
Table 1: Static rate coefficients of REM. Coefficients are expressed as inverse lifetimes associated with values
from the literature [33, 31].
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Figure 3: Absorption (solid lines) and stimulated Emission (dashed lines) spectra of Cph8 in the PR state
(red curves peaking at 665 nm and 725 nm, respectively) and the PFR state (black curves peaking at 710
nm and 770nm, respectively). Also plotted are spectra representing an excitation pulse centered at 625 nm
and two different depletion pulses centered at 775 nm and 835 nm (orange, light red, and dark red shaded
areas, respectively).
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We define the excitation and depletion pulses in terms of their real-valued spectral intensity, described
here by a scaled Gaussian distribution. For the pulse p = (Ex. (excitation) or Dp. (depletion)) centered at
wavelength λp0 and with full width at half max of ∆λp, the real spectral intensity is:
Ip(λ;λ
p
0,∆λp, 〈Pp〉, dp) =
(
4〈Pp〉
pi · d2p
)(
2
√
ln2
∆λp
√
pi
)
e−(2
√
ln2·(λ−λp0)/∆λp)2 (1)
The spectral distribution function is scaled by the average power 〈Pp〉 (in units of Watts) and beam waist
diameter dp (in units of cm) to give the spectral intensity in (W/cm2). The “beam diameter” is defined in these
simulated pulses to describe the intensity in terms of experimentally measured and controlled parameters.
The spectra of the excitation and depletion pulses are plotted with the molecular absorption and emission
spectra in Figure 3 for an excitation pulse centered at 625 nm with width 30 nm and two separate depletion
pulses with width 10 nm, one centered at 775 nm and the other at 835 nm.
The temporal intensity of the pulse is defined by a normalized unit area Gaussian function with variable
delay tp0 and an adjustable pulse width ∆tp:
Ipulse(t; t
p
0,∆tp, ) =
(
2
√
ln2
∆tp
√
pi
)
e−(2
√
ln2·(t−tp0)/∆tp)
2
(2)
With the reference absorption and emission spectra of the simulated Cph8 molecule and the modeled
excitation and depletion pulses, we calculate the dynamic rate constants for the optical transitions in the
molecule and simulate the time dependent populations of each level for both the PR and PFR states. The
initial conditions are defined, with each state having a fraction of the total chromophore population in its
lowest ground state:
[PR]init = R10 (3)
[PFR]init = FR10 = (1−R10) (4)
where 0 ≤ R10 ≤ 1. The time dependent populations of the levels of the PR and PFR states are given by the
solution to a set of coupled first order differential rate equations (see Figure 2 for reference to the notation).
The coupled differential equations describing the populations of the five levels associated with the PR state
(R1-LR5) are shown below in Equations 5a-5e. The five PFR levels (FR1-LF5) are described by five more
equations of the same form in Equations 6a-6e, exchanging appropriate rate constants and populations for
the PFR levels. The PR and PFR states are coupled by the transfer from level LR5 to FR1 (eqs. 5e,6a) and
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LF5 to R1 (eqs. 6e,5a). The rate equations for the associated PR levels are:
d(R1(t))
dt
= [KR,Ex1,2 (t) +K
R,Dep
1,2 (t)] · (R2(t)−R1(t))
+ (kR4,1 ·R4(t)) + (kLF5→R1 · LF5(t))
(5a)
d(R2(t))
dt
= [KR,Ex1,2 (t) +K
R,Dep
1,2 (t)] · (R1(t)−R2(t))
− (kR2,3 ·R2(t))
(5b)
d(R3(t))
dt
= [KR,Ex3,4 (t) +K
R,Dep
3,4 (t)](R4(t)−R3(t))
+ (kR2,3 ·R2(t))− (kR3,4 ·R3(t))− (kR3,5 ·R3(t))
(5c)
d(R4(t))
dt
= [KR,Ex3,4 (t) +K
R,Dep
3,4 (t)] · (R3(t)−R4(t))
+ (kR3,4 ·R3(t))− (kR4,1 ·R4(t))
(5d)
d(LR5(t))
dt
= (kR3,5 ·R3(t))− (kLR5→FR1 · LR5(t)), (5e)
while the rate equations for the associated PFR levels are:
d(FR1(t))
dt
= [KFR,Ex1,2 (t) +K
FR,Dep
1,2 (t)] · (FR2(t)− FR1(t))
+ (kF4,1R · FR4(t)) + (kLR5→FR1 · LR5(t))
(6a)
d(FR2(t))
dt
= [KFR,Ex1,2 (t) +K
FR,Dep
1,2 (t)] · (FR1(t)− FR2(t))
− (kFR2,3 · FR2(t))
(6b)
d(FR3(t))
dt
= [KFR,Ex3,4 (t) +K
FR,Dep
3,4 (t)](FR4(t)− FR3(t))
+ (kFR2,3 · FR2(t))− (kFR3,4 · FR3(t))− (kFR3,5 · FR3(t))
(6c)
d(FR4(t))
dt
= [KFR,Ex3,4 (t) +K
FR,Dep
3,4 (t)] · (FR3(t)− FR4(t))
+ (kFR3,4 · FR3(t))− (kFR4,1 · FR4(t))
(6d)
d(LF5(t))
dt
= (kFR3,5 · FR3(t))− (kLF5→R1 · LF5(t)). (6e)
In the rate equations above, the molecule moves from level i to level j via spontaneous transitions,
governed by rate constants kSi,j or by optically coupled transitions governed by coefficients K
S,pulse
i,j (t), where
the S=(R or FR) denotes the association with the PR or PFR initial state and pulse refers to either excitation
(Ex) or depletion (Dep). The transition coefficients have units ps−1. As stated earlier, the spontaneous
transition coefficients are related to measured excited state dynamic lifetimes from the literature, and are
collected in Table 1. The vibrational relaxation rate constants of both states (kS2,3 and k
S
4,1) are very
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high, associated with the very short vibrational relaxation lifetimes. As such, levels 2 and 4 have fleeting
populations serving primarily as intermediaries to levels 1 and 3.
The optically coupled transition rate coefficients (KS,pulsei,j (t)) are “dynamic”, and vary with the intensity
of the pulse temporal envelope. These coefficients are calculated individually for the excitation and depletion
pulses. For the chromophore population in state S = (R or FR), interacting with a pulse(p)=(Ex (Excitation)
or Dep(Depletion)) the time dependent rate of transition from level i to j is given by :
KS,pulsei,j (t) = Ipulse(t; t
p
0,∆tp)
∫
σSi,j(λ) · Ipulse(λ) · (λ/hc)dλ (7)
Here, the rate coefficient has a temporally invariant spectral component given by the pulse photon flux
(the pulse spectral intensity from equation 1 divided by the energy per photon (hc/λ)) and the absorp-
tion/emission cross-section (σS1,2(λ) is the absorption spectrum of state PR or PFR in cm
2, while σS3,4(λ) is
the stimulated emission spectrum). The invariant spectral component is multiplied by the temporal intensity
envelope of the pulse given in equation 2.
Combined, the product of the two functions in Eqation 7 gives a time dependent rate coefficient for the
optically coupled transitions.
The final term in equation 5a (kLF5→R1) is the gain term from LF5 to R1 that mediates the reverse
switching from PFR to PR by way of the transient intermediate LUMI-F. The final term in equation 5e
(kLR5→FR1) is the loss term from LR5 to FR1 that mediates the forward switching from PR to PFR by
way of the transient intermediate LUMI-R. These terms are present in the corresponding equations for the
dynamics of the PFR levels LF5 (eq. 6e) and FR1 (eq. 6a), acting as loss and gain terms, respectively. The
kLR5→FR1 and kLF5→R1 rates are much smaller than the other rate constants (more than eight orders of
magnitude). This distinction arises because the large scale conformation change of the protein domains
associated with the transformation from the transient intermediate products to the final product states
occurs on a completely different time scale than the initial photo-isomerization (i.e., respectively hundreds of
microseconds compared to a few picoseconds). When calculating the time dependent level populations, the
kLR5→FR1 and kLF5→R1 rates are effectively zero, and the final transient product populations at the end of
the simulated time must be handled by a separate calculation to give the final product state populations. The
inclusion of the latter rates here serve to link the ODEs that describe the PR levels (equations 5a-5e) to the
ODEs that describe the PFR levels (equations 6a-6e). As stated earlier, the transfer from the intermediate
states (LR5 and LF5) are 100% efficient, with the entire accumulated population of LR5 and LF5 at the end
of the simulated time being added to FR1 and R1, respectively, to complete the simulated photoswitching
reaction with all switches in one of the two ground states.
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Solving the set of rate equations above gives the dynamic populations of the indicated levels. The two sets
of five dynamically coupled ODEs were solved using Matlab’s ODE45 solver, based on the explicit Runge-
Kutta (4,5) integrator see [37, 38]. To avoid the differential equations becoming “stiff” the time domain of
the calculation was broken into two intervals. The level populations are calculated over a sufficiently long
time interval to allow the laser pulses to pass and the dynamic optically coupled rate coefficients to go to
zero, taken as five pulse widths before the center of the first pulse and after the last pulse. After this time
the equations are reduced to a simple exponential relaxation of the population excited during the optically
driven dynamics back to the ground or transient levels. These relaxations can be analytically determined
and the final product populations calculated directly once the results of the optically coupled transitions are
computed.
With laser intensities of zero the dynamic rate equations for the PR levels (equations 5a-5e) and the PFR
levels (equations 6a-6e) simplify to the following analytically solvable first order rate equations:
d(R1(t))
dt
= kR3,1 ·R3(t) (8a)
d(R3(t))
dt
= − (kR3,4 + kR3,5) ·R3(t) (8b)
d(LR5(t))
dt
= kR3,5 ·R3(t) (8c)
d(FR1(t))
dt
= kF3,1R · FR3(t) (8d)
d(FR3(t))
dt
= − (kF3,4R+ kF3,5R) · FR3(t) (8e)
d(LF5(t))
dt
= kF3,5R · FR3(t) (8f)
Here the transient levels 2 and 4 are removed, as any residual population of level 2 can be directly added
to level 3, and level 4 can be bypassed without altering the final solution. The initial conditions of
these reduced equations are set by the populations of the dynamic rate equation solutions at the end of
the optically coupled time interval. For an intermediate level population at end of exposure time T1 of
[R11, R31, LR51, F11, F31, LF51] the post-exposure exponential dynamics and steady-state populations at
long time are calculated to be:
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R3(t) = R31 · e−(k
R
3,1+k
R
3,5)t ⇒R3S.S. = 0 (9a)
R1(t) = R11 +
kR3,1
kR3,1 + k
R
3,5
R31
(
1− e−(kR3,1+kR3,5)t
)
⇒R1S.S. = R11 +
kR3,1
kR3,1 + k
R
3,5
R31 (9b)
LR5(t) = R51 +
kR3,5
kR3,1 + k
R
3,5
R31
(
1− e−(kR3,1+kR3,5)t
)
⇒LR5S.S. = R51 +
kR3,5
kR3,1 + k
R
3,5
R31 (9c)
FR3(t) = F31 · e−(k
FR
3,1 +k
FR
3,5 )t ⇒F3S.S. = 0 (9d)
FR1(t) = F11 +
kFR3,1
kF3,1 + k
FR
3,5
F31
(
1− e−(kFR3,1 +kFR3,5 )t
)
⇒F1S.S. = F11 +
kFR3,1
kFR3,1 + k
FR
3,5
F31 (9e)
LF5(t) = F51 +
kFR3,5
kFR3,1 + k
FR
3,5
F31
(
1− e−(kFR3,1 +k
FR)
3,5 t
)
⇒LF5S.S. = F51 +
kFR3,5
kFR3,1 + k
FR
3,5
F31 (9f)
The “long time” at which the system reaches these steady state intermediate populations is ∼nanoseconds af-
ter excitation, which is orders of magnitude longer than the∼ picosecond excited state relaxation/isomerization
but still orders of magnitude shorter than the final LUMI-R/LUMI-F relaxation occuring over ∼ microsec-
onds.
In the final step of the simulated photoswitching reaction, the accumulated transition state popula-
tion is transferred to the switch’s alternate ground state ([PR]fin = R1S.S. + LF5S.S. and [PFR]fin =
FRS.S. + LR5S.S.). This completes a single photoswitching reaction from a single dual-pulse excitation-
depletion exposure iteration. Next section describes how this final product state population distribution
can subsequently be used as a new initial population condition, allowing the simulated photo-reaction to be
repeated, replicating the gradual transfer of larger populations over multiple exposures.
For characterizing the effect of the depletion pulse in the selective quenching of the forward and reverse
photoswitching reactions, it is useful to monitor not just the final product populations, but also the fraction
of the population taking part in the forward and reverse reactions. To this end, we define the transforma-
tion of the initial state population distribution to the final product state populations in terms of a set of
“characteristic coefficients”: the forward and reverse Yield Coefficients (YR,FR & YFR,R) and the forward
and reverse Quenching Coefficients (QR & QFR).
PR,f = (1− (1−QR)YR,FR)PR,f + ((1−QFR)YFR,R)PFR,i (10a)
PFR,f = ((1−QR)YR,FR)PR,i + (1− (1−QFR)YFR,R)PFR,i (10b)
Here, the per exposure yield in the forward direction, YR,FR, is defined as the fraction of molecules transferred
from PR to PFR by the excitation pulse alone and the forward quenching coefficient, QR, is the relative change
in forward yield brought on by the interaction with the depletion pulse; the corresponding reverse coefficients
YFR,R and QFR are defined for the reverse reaction in the same way. Importantly, these characteristic
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Laser Pulse 〈P〉(mW) λ0 (nm) ∆λ (nm) ∆twidth (ps) tEx,Dep (ps)
Excitation 0.50 625 30 0.10 n/a
Deplet. 775nm 10.0 775 10 0.140 0.080
Deplet. 835nm 10.0 835 10 0.140 0.080
Table 2: Collective laser parameter settings for simulating the excitation and depletion pulses in Figures 4,
and 5. Average power (〈P 〉), central wavelength (λ0) and spectral width (∆λ), temporal duration (∆twidth)
and excitation-depletion delay (tEx,Dep) used in the calculation of pulse intensities with Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.
These laser pulse intensities are exceptionally high, and used here only for illustration purposes. It is shown
later that similar results can be achieved with lower pulse intensities.
coefficients are independent of the population distribution of the sample, being exclusively related to the
variable experimental control parameters used to define and describe the excitation and depletion laser
pulse pair. In this way the characteristic coefficients serve as a link between the control parameters and
the optogenetic switch product output. It is straightforward to see that the ratios of the steady-state
isomerization product populations to the initial state populations are equal to the product of the yield and
quench coefficients for the forward and reverse reactions, respecively:
LR5S.S./R10 = (1− (1−QR)YR,FR) (11a)
LF5S.S./FR10 = (1− (1−QFR)YFR,R) (11b)
This parallel can serve as a useful means to extract information about the transient intermediate level popula-
tions without requiring ultrafast absorption measurements. The Net Gain of PFR for a single photoswitching
event is the difference between the forward and reverse reaction products:
∆PFR = (1−QR)YR,FR · PR − (1−QFR)YFR,R · PFR (12)
Let us illustrate the kinetics of the quenching process. Figure 4 shows the altered dynamics after ex-
cited state quenching at two different depletion wavelengths. To simplify the graphs, the figure shows
the summed populations of the levels to represent the populations of the ground states (R1 + R4 = PR,
FR1+FR4 = PFR), excited states (R2+R3 = PR*, FR2+FR3 = PFR*), and intermediate product states
(LR5=LR, LF5=LF). The un-depleted level dynamics are plotted in the figure as solid lines. The dynamic
level populations from two separate excitation-depletion exposures are shown, one with a central depletion
wavelength of 775 nm (dashed traces) and the other centered at 835 nm (dotted traces), both with 10 nm
bandwidth. The depletion pulses both have temporal full width at half max of 0.140 ps duration and arrive
at a delay of 0.080 ps after the excitation pulse. The average power of both depletion beams is 10.0mW. This
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Figure 4: Comparing depleted dynamics of the PR (a) and PFR (b) states at two depletion wavelengths.
The ground-state bleach (−∆PR,−∆PFR), excited state (PR*, PFR*), and transient product (LR,LF) pop-
ulations of each state are plotted along with the excitation and depletion pulse envelopes (yellow and pink,
respectively). The forward and reverse Yield and Quenching coefficients, and the final net Gain of PFR are
listed below the key for each exposure condition. The depletion at 835 nm with QFR ∼ (2×QR) effectively
halts the reverse reaction while allowing the forward reaction to proceed. This produces a lower Gain per ex-
posure, but will shift the photoequilibrium. The depletion at 775 nm quenches forward and reverse reactions
equally. Laser parameter settings are listed in the text and Table 2.
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Exposure
Condition
Final
PR
Final
PFR
Net Gain
∆PFR
LUMI-R
(LR5S.S.)
LUMI-F
(LF5S.S.)
Forward
Quench
QR
Reverse
Quench
QFR
Un-Depleted 0.454 0.546 9.1% .0742 .0285 – –
Deplet.775nm 0.481 0.519 3.7% .0306 .019 58.7% 58.2%
Deplet.835nm 0.461 0.539 7.7% .0438 .0052 41.0% 81.9%
Table 3: Collective results from exposure of an initial 50/50 mixed state to a single excitation-depletion
pulse pair. The final populations are listed in the first two columns, followed by the Net Gain of the
PFR state. The intermediate steady-state populations of the transient isomerization products are next;
followed by the Quenching coefficients, which give the percent change in the transient population with and
without depletion.The forward/reverse Yield coefficients from the excitation pulse for all conditions are
YR,FR = 14.83% and YFR,R = 5.703%, respectively
high depletion power is chosen to emphasize the effects of the stimulated depletion quenching in the figure.
It is shown later that similar final populations can be obtained with appropriate pulses of lower power.
The forward and reverse Yield and Quench coefficients and the PFR Net Gain are shown on Figure 4 by
the key for each exposure condition. These values, as well as the final populations of the PR and PFR states,
and the steady-state populations of the LUMI-R and LUMI-F transient states are collected in Table 3. The
final PR and PFR populations include the transfer of the accumulated population of the transient states to
their final product ground states. The laser parameters associated with these results are collected in Table 2.
Quenching of the photo-isomerization is achieved at both depletion wavelengths for both states, as demon-
strated by the drop in transient product states (levels LR5 and LF5, red in both graphs in Figure 4) and
recovery of the initial ground states (levels R1 and FR1, blue in both graphs). Looking at the values in
Table 3, we see that SDQ lowers the Net Gain (∆PFR) per exposure for both depletion pulses, which would
seem to run counter to our objective. However, we will see that the ∆PFR per exposure is less conse-
quential than generating a significant difference between the Forward and Reverse Quenching Coefficients,
QFR  QR. The shorter wavelength depletion pulse (λ0,D = 780 nm) quenches both PR* and PFR* excited
states equally, QFR ' QR. This only slows the overall reaction, giving no selective control between the
forward and reverse reaction directions. The longer wavelength depletion pulse (λ0,D = 835 nm) nearly
completely depletes the PFR* excited state before much transient product can form, while the PR* excited
state retains some population that continues the forward reaction. This results in a lower Net Gain per
exposure than the un-depleted excitation, ∆PFR = 7.72% < 9.13%, but nearly no loss of PFR to the reverse
reaction. It will be shown in the next section that this shift in the balance of the forward and reverse
reactions enhances the maximum PFR population achieved at photoequilibrium over multiple exposures.
These single exposure simulations show that with moderate laser parameters attainable experimentally
it is reasonable to expect depletion of the excited state of the PCB chromophore in Cph8 before photo-
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isomerization occurs, thereby quenching the (PFR →PR ) reverse photoswitching reaction. The simulations
further show that the extremely rapid dynamics of the PFR → PR photo-isomerization, rather than being
a hindrance to control, allows selective depletion of the PFR* excited state without complete depletion of
the PR* excited state, enabling favorable quenching of the reverse PFR → PR photoswitching and relative
enhancement of the forward PR → PFR reaction. Next, simulations of the system exposed to multiple laser
exposures will show that the SDQ enhancement shifts the photoequilibrium, greatly increasing the dynamic
range of the switch.
Multiple Exposures with an Optical Transformation Matrix
The simulations of the last section determine the final population (PR,f , PFR,f ) after the initial population
(PR,i, PFR,i) is exposed to a single Excitation-Depletion pulse sequence, defined by a set of laser control
parameters, and by solving a set of differential rate equations 5a-6e. To determine the results of multiple
exposures, rather than repeatedly solving the ODEs with new initial conditions at each iteration it is more
convenient to represent the transfer of the population of the system from an initial state to a final state as
a linear transformation of a vector of state populations by an Optical Transformation Matrix (OTM) T:
Pf =
 PR,f
PFR,f
 =
T1,1 T1,2
T2,1 T2,2
 ·
 PR,i
PFR,i
 = T ·Pi . (13)
The elements of the OTM are independent of the initial population distribution, as they are defined
solely by the laser control parameters. To compute the values of the matrix elements we simulate a single
iteration of the transformation using the rate equation ODEs, as described in the previous section, for two
particular initial conditions and then solve for the matrix elements from the relationship between the initial
and final populations. This reduces the number of times we must solve the rate equation system of ODEs
from hundreds to just two. In this way we can measure the SDQ enhancement, without having to wait for
each permutation of the control parameters to reach photoequilibrium. In the simulations, we solved the
rate equations using the two initial conditions
[
1
0
]
and
[
0
1
]
, which provides the matrix elements directly:
T ·
1
0
 =
T1,1
T2,1
 , and T ·
0
1
 =
T1,2
T2,2
 (14)
highlighting the practical definition of the OTM elements: the off-diagonal elements T1,2 and T2,1 are the
fractional gain per exposure between the two states. We could also refer to the definition of the characteristic
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Figure 5: Multi-exposure photo-isomerization yield with an un-depleted linear exposure, and an excitation-
depletion pulse sequence exposure at two separate depletion wavelengths. In the first few exposures the
faster reaction rate of the un-depleted exposure enables greater PFR generation, but after several exposures
the quenching enhancement allows the sample exposed to the depletion at 830 nm to overcome the linear
equilibrium limit and eventually reach a new equilibrium at ∼90.2%. Laser parameters are listed in the text.
coefficients in Equation 10 and write the OTM relation as:
 PR,f
PFR,f
 =
(1− (1−QR)YR,FR) (1−QFR)YFR,R
(1−QR)YR,FR (1− (1−QFR)YFR,R)

 PR,i
PFR,i
 (15)
To calculate the transfer of population from an arbitrary state distribution over a series N of exposures the
initial population vector is simply multiplied by, TN , the OTM raised to the number of exposures. This
iterative transfer of population over many laser exposures is possible because the population distribution of
the system does not change between iterations when the period between laser pulses is less than the dark-
relaxation time of the switch (minutes to hours for Cph8 [39]). This gradual population transfer is plotted
in Figure 5. The system begins in the pure PR state
[
1
0
]
and is examined under three different exposure
conditions: un-depleted single-pulse excitation, and two sets of sequential excitation-depletion exposures
with a depletion pulse centered at 775 nm and 830 nm. The laser parameters for Figure 5, collected in
Table 2, are the same as those used to plot Figure 4. The photoequilibrium threshold (i.e., the maximum
PFR or minimum PR population) under each exposure condition is annotated on the figure. Also noted are
the forward and reverse Yield associated with the excitation pulse and the forward and reverse Quenching
coefficients for each depletion pulse wavelength. When the sample is exposed to the excitation-depletion
pulse pair, with the depletion pulse centered at 775 nm, the depletion cross-section is similar for both
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states of the chromophore, and the quenching parameters of the forward and reverse reaction are nearly
identical (QR,FR = 58.7%, QFR,R = 58.2%). As a result, the depletion produces a small increase in the
final equilibrium (74.63% PFR 25.37% PR); thereby mainly serves to slow the reaction and increasing the
number of exposures to reach 90% of the equilibrium threshold (NDEC) from 11 to 28 exposures. When the
central wavelength of the depletion pulse is 835 nm the photoswitching reaction continues rising past the
linear threshold to a new enhanced equilibrium. Initially, the slower reaction rate of the selectively quenched
photoswitching produces less PFR than the standard linear excitation; however, after ∼20 exposures the
quenched photoswitching reaction surpasses the cross-talk limited linear excitation threshold, achieving the
final product population of 90.25% PFR and 9.75% PR. This selective depletion significantly enhances the
final yield of the desired PFR product and decreases the undesired PR product by a factor of 4 compared to
the linear exposure limit.
Another feature of the iterative mapping formulation of the photoswitching process is that it is possible
to solve for the associated eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the OTM:
T · vn = λnvn (16)
which provide valuable information. We know from the physics of the photoswitching reaction that one of
the eigensolutions will have an eigenvalue of 1 and be associated with the equilibrium state population. Once
equilibrium is reached subsequent exposures no longer alter the population, so TN ·veq = 1 ·veq. The set of
two eigenvectors are linearly independent and span the associated space, any initial population vector can
be expressed in this eigenbasis:
P =
 PR
PFR
 = ceq
Req
Feq
+ ctr
Rtr
Ftr
 (17)
and application of T to the population vector simply becomes:
T ·P = 1 · ceq
Req
Feq
+ λtr · ctr
Rtr
Ftr
 (18)
In this form it is clear that the second eigensolution is associated with the population that is transferred
between states to take the initial population vector closer to the equilibrium eigenvector with each iteration
of the transform. The second eigenvalue λtr is related to the number of exposures it takes to reach the
equilibrium state. From this eigenvalue we define the Decimation Count, NDec, as the number of exposures
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necessary to reduce the transitional population to less than 10% of its initial value:
NDec =
−1
log10(λtr)
(19)
The decimation count is a useful metric of the effectiveness of a set of laser exposure parameters: a pulse
pair that achieves a final equilibrium threshold of 100% PFR and 0 % PR but requires infinitely many pulses
to reach this equilibrium is not practically useful.
Knowledge of the eigensolutions of the OTM provide a direct, simple means to calculate the photoequi-
librium threshold and efficacy of a set of laser control parameters without having to calculate or measure
the photoswitching product populations over many iterations until the system actually reaches the photoe-
quilibrium.
Parameter Space Survey Results, Suppression of spectral cross talk
With the methods of calculating the photoswitching reaction product populations and final photoequilibrium
threshold established in the previous sections, we survey the reduced space of laser control parameters that
can be experimentally varied without complex pulse shaping to determine the dependence of the SDQ
enhancement of the photoswitching reaction on these parameters independently and in concert. Except
where otherwise noted, the following surveys are conducted around a fixed starting point in the parameter
space specified in Table 4. The excitation and depletion pulse pair described in the table produces the highest
SDQ enhancement accessible by varying the chosen control parameters, reaching an enhanced equilibrium
population of > 90% PFR and < 10% PR with powers, spectra, and pulse durations accessible with reasonable
laser sources. Increasing the pulse peak intensities can enable higher equilibrium dynamic range, however
this is achieved at the expense of slower reactions taking much longer to reach equilibrium, as shown later
in Figure 7. Above an excitation power of 1 mW or a depletion power of 10 mW increasing the pulse power
gives diminishing returns and enters an intensity range where the rate equation model used here will become
increasingly inaccurate. While this location in the control space produces the best SDQ enhancement from a
survey within this restricted parameter basis, it is emphasized that reaching full performance optimality will
require more sophisticated quantum dynamics modeling and coherent pulse shaping (i.e., guided by optimal
feedback control algorithms in the laboratory to address and exploit the complex coherent dynamics of the
system). The present results should be viewed as illustrative of the effectiveness of the SDQ mechanism for
enhancing the dynamic range of the switch.
We first confirmed that the model behaves as expected in the single pulse excitation regime.
Because the absorption spectra of the chromophores is so much broader than the width of the excitation
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Laser Pulse 〈P〉(mW) λ0 (nm) ∆λ (nm) ∆twidth (ps) tEx,Dep (ps)
Excitation 0.20 625 30 0.100 –
Depletion 6.5 833 10 0.140 0.080
Table 4: Best laser parameters for SDQ enhancement of Cph8 dynamic range based on a few-parameter
survey of the control space. For this parameter set, SDQ enhanced the photoequilibrium to 90.25% PFR
and 9.75% PR . Increasing the pulse powers can always increase the dynamic range, though at the expense
of slower reactions and higher decimation count, NDEC . Fully optimized control of the switches to their
maximum dynamic range will require more elaborate quantum models and proper shaping of the laser pulse
pairs in SDQ.
or depletion pulses, varying the spectral width of the excitation pulse has little effect on the photoswitching
behavior. The molecule still fully resets to PR under far-red illumination and reaches the same photoequilib-
rium under red illumination, increasing the spectral width only smears out the transition between these two
regions of the molecular response. Varying the pulse temporal duration similarly has essentially no effect
on the single-pulse photoswitching reaction. With the excitation pulse power fixed at 0.20 mW and the
spectrum centered at 625 nm with a bandwidth of 30 nm, stretching the pulse from 20 fs to 2 ps changes the
equilibrium population by ∼ 2%. Having confirmed that the model returns the expected results in the linear,
single-pulse exposure conditions we can begin to test the dependence on the depletion pulse parameters.
The depletion pulse central wavelength was scanned over a series of values to find the optimal depletion
spectrum to maximize the final PFR product yield and minimize the unwanted PR population. Figure 6
shows the dependence of the population as the depletion wavelength is scanned from 700-950 nm. The
stimulated emission cross-section of both states is higher at shorter wavelengths, increasing the depletion
quenching of the excited state, but reducing the selectivity. In addition, at λDep <750 nm the PFR ground
state is also absorbing the depletion pulse at a non-vanishing rate, initiating the reverse reaction we are
attempting to halt. At longer wavelength there is an increased difference in the response of the states but
lower overall depletion due to the falling cross-section. The maximum effective enhancement of the PFR
state is found between 830 - 840 nm, with the enhanced photoequilibrium of [PFR]EQ = 90.25%. Varying
the spectral width of the depletion pulse has slightly more effect than varying the excitation spectral width,
but again is the same as averaging over the features of the wavelength dependence. Without the use of
complex pulse shaping, the depletion spectrum should be kept as narrow as possible while still being broad
enough to support the desired temporal pulse characteristics.
Next we numerically investigate the power dependence of the SDQ. The depletion pulse power is varied
while the spectrum is fixed at the optimal wavelength of 833 nm with a spectral width of 10 nm, the
excitation pulse is 0.20 mW, 30 nm bandwidth centered at 625 nm, with a pulse duration of 100 fs. The
depletion pulse duration is 140 fs and the excitation-depletion delay is 0.08 ps. Figure 7 shows the power
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Figure 6: Dependence of the SDQ enhanced equilibrium population of the PR and PFR states on the depletion
wavelength, under fixed excitation power, depletion power, and pulse durations and delays. The optimum
depletion wavelength is approximately 833 nm, yielding an enhanced final PFR population of 90.25%.
dependence of the SDQ enhanced populations. Even at low depletion power there is an increase in PFR over
the linear equilibrium of 70%. With these exposure parameters the SDQ enhanced PFR population passes
90% with a depletion pulse power of 6.5 mW. Within this model, the enhancement of the PFR state is likely
not to reach 100% PFR , as there will always be a residual reverse reaction to produce a trace of PR . As
the depletion power increases the final photoequilibrium is shifted to higher PFR population, however the
higher depletion powers also slow the photoswitching reaction, thereby increasing the number of exposures
necessary to reach this higher equilibrium state, as shown in the chart of the NDEC inset in Figure 7. The
maximum PFR population achievable with a depletion power of 10 mW is 92.5%; increasing the power to
50 mW this can be increased to 92.7% Further increase in power gives only the marginal improvement while
risking the dielectric breakdown. More sophisticated models or experimental operating conditions might
bring us to the 100% PFR state.
Finally we vary the temporal parameters of the depletion pulse. In general, increasing the depletion pulse
duration (while maintaining the same instantaneous intensity) should increase the depletion of an excited
state; the longer the depletion pulse interacts with the system the higher the probability it will trigger the
transition to the ground state by stimulated emission. However, maximizing the depletion of the P ∗FR state
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Figure 7: Dependence of the SDQ enhanced equilibrium population on the depletion pulse power; under fixed
excitation power, spectrum, duration, and excitation-depletion delay. With these parameters the enhanced
PFR population surpasses 90% with a depletion power of 6.5 mW. The inset shows that while increasing the
power enhances the final equilibrium population, it also increases the decimation count NDEC by slowing
the photoswitching reactions in both directions.
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Figure 8: 2-D scan of depletion pulse temporal parameters: Dependence of the PFR equilibrium population
on the excitation-depletion pulse delay and depletion pulse duration. Depletion spectrum is set at the
previously determined optimal value of 10 nm at 830 nm central frequency. The peak value of the enhanced
PFR photoequilibrium is 90.35% at a delay of 0.08 ps and pulse duration of 0.14 ps.
by lengthening the pulse will also lead to increased depletion of the slower to develop P ∗R state, eliminating the
selectivity of the quenching enhancement. The optimal pulse duration and delay will balance these opposing
demands, interacting with the system as long as possible while still maintaining a selective enhancement.
Beyond that, the gains of quenching the reverse reaction are outweighed by the losses caused by preventing
the forward reaction. To find the optimal depletion delay and pulse duration, these two parameters are
scanned in concert at the optimal central wavelength of 833 nm with a depletion power of 6.5 mW. This
2-dimensional scan is shown in Figure 8. The peak of the surface occurs at a delay of 0.08 ps and pulse
duration of 0.14 ps with an equilibrium PFR population of 90.25%, and the population of PR of 9.75%. In
the linear, weak field excitation regime in is impossible to reduce the concentration of PR state below 23%.
Thus, SDQ control allows us to significantly suppress the spectral cross talk.
It is interesting to note that significant quenching enhancement can be achieved with the depletion pulse
arriving before the excitation pulse if the width of the depletion pulse is greater than the negative delay.
This allows the depletion pulse to interact at high intensity with the excited PFR state as early as possible,
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without waiting for the leading edge of the depletion pulse to ramp up. This also helps to have the depletion
pulse drop away before the excited PR state fully develops. At higher power, the pulse can be moved to
shorter or more negative delays, as the power on the trailing edge is high enough to overcome wasting the
higher peak intensity before the population arrives at the lower level of the electronic excited state. Raising
the power to 10 mW increases the equilibrium PFR population to 92.5%, but also shifts the optimal depletion
pulse to 10 femtoseconds shorter delay and 25 fs longer duration to compensate. At a power of 10 mW it is
possible to achieve higher than 90% PFR with zero delay pulses.
Conclusions
The results presented above demonstrate the capability to exploit stimulated depletion of the chromophore
excited state to quench the photo-isomerization reaction before it takes place, diminishing the unwanted
reverse photoswitching of the Cph8 optogenetic switch. Further, by choosing optimal spectral and tempo-
ral characteristics of the excitation and depletion pulses, it is possible to selectively deplete the different
chromophore states by exploiting their unique excited state dynamics and spectral response.
We developed a simple, flexible model of the Cph8 photoswitching system that can be adapted to the
simulation of a number of alternate optogenetic switching systems or simultaneous control of multiple op-
togenetic switches. The model is based on incoherent rate equation kinetics of the two switch states, and
incorporates experimentally measured optical and dynamical characteristics of the molecular switch to sim-
ulate it’s optically driven dynamics. The model reproduces the expected steady-state photoequilibrium
population distribution under saturated linear illumination with red or far-red light. The predictions of this
model are to be tested in upcoming publications.
Unconstrained shaping of both the excitation and depletion pulses in unison would enable the excitation
of highly structured and unique excited state wave-packets that would undergo tailored unique dynamics,
which the matching structure of the depletion pulse could follow in real time. This would allow for the most
elaborate control over the molecules and yield true Optimal Dynamic Discrimination (ODD) of the two states
of the chromophore in the optogenetic switches and full independent control of the optogenetic switching
system. Once a single switch can be reliably and independently controlled over its maximum dynamic range
by non-linear photoswitching the next step would be simultaneous (multiplexed) optimal selective non-linear
photoswitching of multiple optogenetic switches. The same unique excited state dynamics that enable ODD
to differentially excite and deplete the two states of a single chromophore will be exploited to differentiate
two similar optogenetic switches.
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